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9.5 A COMPNSON OF ANEMOM~R AND DOPPLER RADAR WINDS

D~NG WfND SHS2AR EW~*

Margiti C. Ulepins, Wllyn M. Wolfson, David A. Clark, and Barbara E. FOrman
..

M.I.T. Lincoln hboratov

hxington, Massachusetts 02173

1. INTRODU~ON

The Federal Aviation Administration FAA) cument-
Iy uses the anemometer-based bw Uvel Wbtd Shear Alert
System ~WAS) as the prima~ method of wind shear de-
tection at major U.S. airpotis. With the upcoming deploh
ment of the Teminal Doppler Weather Wdar @WR) sys-
tsm ~umbull et al. 1989), potential methods for integrating
the WO systems are being investigated. By integrating, tbe
advantages of both sensor systems mn be utilized. Advan-
tages of ti~ LLWAS, ground sensor ne~ork include me
wind dbetiimt measurements, a high measurement frequen-
CY,a Iack Of sensitiviw tO clear air r?flectiviV. and *W false
slams from radar point tsrgets such as planes, birds, etc.
Advantages of the radar include complete San coverage Of
the region of concern, the abifity to predict evenw, fewer
mrrain problems such as sheltering wtich can reduce the
wind speed readings, and almost no false alarms due to non-
hazardous wind shear such as thermals.

The objetiives of tiIs smdy are to gain a clearer un-
derswnding of the basic relationship between the wind infor-
mation provided by these NO veq different sensing sys-
tems, and to determine the impact tils relationship may
have on integration of the two operational sytiems. A pro-
posed mathematical technique for “comecting” LLWAS
winds where needed to better match radm winds is evaluated
for cases of microburst (divergent) and gust front (conver.
gent), wind shew.

2. WE STUDY

h WIS study we use a Iwge base of Doppler radar
and anemometer dats to detemine a numerical relationship
between the respective wind measurements. ~Is relation-
ship is influenced by:

1. Adual wind differences witiln the sampfing spaces
used by the two sensors. These include differences

due to samoling height, and effects of Ioml anemom-

ekr obs=uctions (both sheltering and channeling of
wind).

2. Effecti resulting from the different sensing method-’

Ology, or from pbysi~I characteristics Of tie actual

sensors.

A number of smdies have been conducted to measure
the change of wind speed with height by Mounting wind sen-
sors on meteorological towers or on exlstlng television tOw-

; ~e work described here was sponsored by tie Federal Ari.
adon Atinistiation. me United States Govement assumes no
hbtity for iu ..”tent or use thereof.

ers. h general, a power law has been found to best describe
the wind profile in the frictional boundary layer (e.g. Joffre
1984), This profile is generally dependent on the tempera.
ture lapse rate and ground roughness Maltiner and Manin
1957). For this study, we chose to use the power law profile
to represent the winds measured by the anemometer and
radar since it provides for a nonlinear solutiomthat accounu
for the inherent difference in sampling height. The ‘power
law profile is stated:

u/u, =(z/zl)p ,(2.1)

where U and U, represent the wind speeds at hei8hU Z and
zj respectively ad 0s Ps 1. The exPOnent P is emPiri~llY
derived by comparing a large number of radar and anemom-
eter wind values measured during a variety of wind shew
evenw. h our case p is dependent not only on the lapse rak
and ground roughness, but on the inherent differen=s in
the mo sensors.

3. M~HODOLOGY

3.1 m .,

Doppler weather radar and surface anemometer dats
were collected duriqg 1988 in Denver, CO as Pm Of tie
FAA TDWR measurement program and operational demon-
swation. Doppler wind measurements were collected witf
an S-Band radar ~–2) developed and operated by Llncobt
bboratory @vans and Tumbtdl 1989), wh!le surface ane-
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Figure I . The 1988 LLWAS network at Stapleton I“te,nafiom!
Ai,port in Denver, CO. The runways are denoled by lhe lwo pairs
of straight lines, UND and FL-2 radar locations are indicated (x)
in Ihe upper and lower right corners rcSPeclivety.
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mometer wind measurements were collected from twelve
uWAS sensors sitiated in the vicinity of Denver’s Staple-
ton hternational Airpoti. Dual-Doppler data were created
using the University of N. Dakota C-Band radar ~) and
-Z @gure 1 ).

Twelve roses were chosen to include a vmiety of me-
teorologi=l events and wide range of radar reflectivity val-
ues. Cases included gust fronts, microbursts, areas of dlver-
gen=, and areas of widespread strong winds that omurred
from mid-May to mid-August, and covered time periods
of approximately one-half to two hours each ~able 1).

3.2 ~va ne Radari r and Anemom eter W!nds

Doppler wind measurement were @ken from the
lowest elevation scan (either 0.3° or 0.4”) which typimlly
updated at a rate of approximately once per minute. A si~
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold of 6 dB was appfied to
reduce noisiness in the dati. Doppler (radial) velocity mea-
surement were then read from the radar gate closest in
~ge and ,azimuti tO each =WAS smtion location, a“d
from the eight surrounding gates. The radar gate size was
120 m in the radial direction and varied from appmximatily
200 m to 300 m azimuthally depending upon radar range.
The metian Doppler velocity value from the nine gates was
then used for comparison with the corresponding radial
component of WWAS wind, provided at least four of the
gates were not flagged as “bad data”, or empty due to SNR
thresholding. WIS filtering reduced the effect of gates which
were conmminated with ground clutter or point mrgets.

UWAS wind measurements are made eve~ 6-7 sec-
onds, so insignificant as well as significant wind fluctuations

were recorded. Comma” et al. (1989) defined a “significant
fluctuation” model as an objective basis for identifying wind
shear events. me most recent automated KWAS wind
shear detection algorithm (Cornman and Wilson 1989;
UCAR 1990) attempts m eliminate insignificant fluctuations
by applying a running weighted mean filter covering approx-
imately 60-90 seconds in time. A similar approach was @k-

. .

en here, except the values included in the 1 minute average
were evenly weighted.

The height of the center of the radar beam above the
surface anemometer ranged from approximately 150 m to
250 m. The heights above ground level of the 12 UWAS
anemometers are shown in Figure 2. In 1988, they ranged
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Figure 2 Plot OJ the at,er.ge !,al.e OJ(he exponent P \,ersus sra-
fion height.

from 7.6 m to 26.8 m. (Some anemometer heights have
since been raised to reduce sheltering.)

Table 1. Charf showing (he date. description, reflecd.ily, Doppler wind speed range, and number oJdafo poinls Jor each cue. The number
of data points reJers 10 fhe average number of valid ,r:d.r data points per .Iadon wit,h SNR >6 dB, suitable Jor ,comparfson with LLWAS dot..
[“ d<notes cafe wkere 46% OJ fhe radar data .0.1.(.1.s fke wind shear event were tnvalid afier SNR fhreskold,”g and much OJ the valid dalo
was ,.s1 above lhreshold, Dal. from thts case were nol used in the sl”dy. /

DATE (1988) DESCR1~lON Daz WINDS mls # DATA Polws

10 MAY 19:15-21:00 widespread rain. solid tind field 25-30 -10-> +2 48,

18 MAY 21:00-22:00
multi-cell stem witi some divergence.

“p to 60 -12-> +7
turns into a line storm

34

09 JUN 20:50-22:15 weak widespread cells 20-30 +2 -> +7 54

09 JUN 2330-23:59 widespread tinds, convergence line up [0 35 -12-> +12 17

25 JUN 20:00-20:40 lb. storm mori.g westward, SCat N end of tie network “p [0 50 -15-> +5 26

07 JUL 00:00-01:00 10 km storm cell up to 55 0-> +10 42

region of widespread rain, str.”g micr.b”rs=
11 JUL 2ti00 -23:00 in the SE comer of the network up to 40 -12-> +7 41

10 km cellular som moves N to S

16 JUL 22:00-23:59 divergent fine at 2250, 20-55 -1s ->0 84
microb”mt 23:08-23:35 -12-> +12

17 JUL 21:3S-22:00 compact 10 .km line cell 10-25 -15->-10 51

29 JUL
kolated 5 ti cells over tie network,

22:30 -23:s9 up to 55 +5 -> +12.5 50mm into a fine storm by 2350

09 AUG 18:30-20:oo microburst located in the N end of tie network “p to 15 +10 ->-15 0.

21 AUG 88 21:15-22:00
cell~ar *om at tie S end of the network 40-45 ,0->+5

becomes tidesuread tinds
30

UDto 30 ---
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, 3.3 Der ivation 0f Power bw Exuonent

The power law profile provides a model of the atmo-
spheric bounda~ layer by wtich the relatimtstip between
radar and surface wind measurements may be assessed.
Referring to a: (2. 1), values fOrP Were ~lculated fOr each

LLWAS smtion by using the Doppler velocity as U, the ra.
dial component of the XWAS wind as UI, tie height Of
the radar gate above the LLWAS station as Z, and the height
of the UWAS stmion above the ground as Z,. Data from
the welve cases provided 5713 values of p for the 12 sta.
tions.

From tJds dam set, the probability density versus the
value of p was plotted. The plots yielded an approximately
nomal distribution for each shtion (see F!gure 4 ), as mea-
s~ed by the X2 goodness-of-fit test. me mean value of p

and the stindard deviation were calculated for each smtion.
These values are shown in Table 2, and also indimted in
Figure 4.

Tabls 2. St.tislical data from derivation ofpoxver law relation-
ship for fwelve LLWAS SIolions.

multiplier (tizl)p
implied by

stition b 0 @ -1/20
5 B - */2

CF 0.050 0.139 -.020 1.10 0.95

SCF 0.lg6 0.142 0.109 1.51 1.37

w 0.246 0.126 0.183 1.49 1.53

NW 0.100 0.109 0.039 1.29 1.14

NNw 0.101 0.175 0.012 1.27 1.04

N 0.069 0.120 0.009 1.19 1.03

SE 0.152 0.169 0.067 1.37 1.19

SSE 0.340 0.235 0.223 2.40 2.07

s 0.270 0.264 0.138 1.46 1.34

Ssw 0.196 0.144 0.124 1.36 1.32

Sw 0.277 0.263 0.146 1.44 1.34

Wsw 0.126 0.192 0.001 1.22 1.00

3.4 plscussion of results

We found a large variation for the twelve stations,
and a significant range of variances as well. W!nd speeds
measured at stmions CF and N are m~st representative of
the radar wind speed, with near-zero P values imPIYinS an
excellent anemometer exposure. StatIon SSE shows the
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Fig”r@ 3 Ploiaflhe average value 0/ {he e.pone.: p versus station
dj~fa”ce from the FL-2 radar.

most difference, with ~ = 0.4. Notice also how IOWthe vari.
ante of the p distribution is fOr this statlo~ he Wind speeds
measured at SSE are always too S!Ow.~ls maY indicate the
need @ raise the anemometer or replace the bearings. The
large p values at stations S, SW, and W also imply a large
difference bemeen the =WAS and radar wind sPeeds.
Th~re appears to be Jittle correlation between the variabifi~ .,
ofp with either the height of the LLWAS station W!Sure 2 ) ..
or its dlstsnce from the radar ~isure 3 ). The meaaured
differences can be fairly confidently amibuted tO anemome-
ter exposure and sensor maintenance at the different
~WAS sites.

4. APPLICATION

The representation of the difference in measu=d
wind speed between the radar and LLWAS with a power
law profile provides a useful method for “adjusting” the
LLWAS speed m some radar height equivalent. For a cmr-
stant radar heisht, es. the average height of the lowest tilt
over the LLWAS network, the adjustment to the LLWAS
speed becomes linear for an individual station, represented
by (Z / Z,)~. Statistically, this would yield an overestimate
with respect m the radar equivalent wind speed 50% of the
time.

For practical application, it is prudent to take a more
conservative approach and reduce the power law exponent
by some amount dependent upon the v~riance of p for a par-
ticular station. For instance, reducins p by one standard de-
viation would reduce the probability of overestimation to
1670. This, however, would also reduce the adjustment to
a negligible amount. Since analysis of the error variance of
the sample data ind!cated that a IarSe portion of the overesti-
mated winds were associated with low wind speed values,
it would seem reasonable to take an intermediate approach
and reduce tie exponent by one-half standard deviation.
~Is appears to provide a reasonable wind speed adjustment
with a sufficiently low percentage of overcorrection (30%).

Table 2 also includes the multiplication factors fOr

adjustment of ~LWA~ wind speeds to a radar equivalent,
using both the p and p - 012 as the exponent in the power
law relationship, and a typical radar scan height of 200 m.

4.1 Mcroburst Case Study

In order to observe the potential impact of the LLWAS
wind adjustment, we applied it to data from a strons micro-
burst event which affected flisht operations at Stapleton Air-
port on 11 July 1988 (Schlickenmaier 1989). The microburst
developed as a series of pulses alons a line to the east and
south of the east-west runways from 2206-2221 UTC.
F!Sure 5 shows LLWAS wind plots at two instances during
the microburst period. FiSure 5 (a) (2209:22 UTC) shows
the location of two main pulses (labeled A and B) alons the
microburst line. The locations of these pulses were deter-
mined through analysis of sinsle- and dual-Doppler radar
data, and supplemental surface anemometer data. BY
2211:21 UTC [Figure 5 (b)], a third pulse (C) is identified
near station SSE. Pulse B ultimately provided the stronsest
shear, as radar data indicated more than 80 hots of head-
wind loss m the east of the east-west runways, The shear
fronl this pulse, however, was beyond the range of the
LLWAS network and not fully sensed by the anemometer
system.
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Figu,a 4 Hislogr.m plots of the prob. bilily denshy of p for each ~1.lion where ~ is the value of the po$.er raw profile exponent, o fs
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Flg”re 5. LLWAS winds for 11 July 1988 al o) 2209:22 UTC and
b) 2211:21 UTC. One full barb represents 10 ml$. Runways are de-
noted by bold mr.ight Ii”es, Positions of m.i” microb.rst pulses are
letlered A, B, and C.

The LLWAS winds (adjusted and unadjusted) were
compared with wind vectors from dual-Doppler radar data,
with pamicular attention to those stations affected by the mi-
croburst, namely SE, SSE, SCF, S, and SSW. The LLWAS
wind speeds were adjusted to a height of 200m above ground

0 Dual-DOPPlar _ LLWAS -.. LLWAS (adjusted)

(a) station SSE

~-
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Fig”r. 6. Time series plots of wind speed and dbecdon for LLWAS
(solid line), adjwted LLWAS (dashed line), and d..l-Doppler synthe-
sized winds (circles) fo, LLWAS st.lions a) SSE and b) SE du,i”g
a microburst e9en1.

level (the approximate average height Of the 10w-elevation
tilts over the network), conservatively_aPply ing tbe power
law by reducing the empirical value Ofp by 0/2. The adjust-
ment of the LLWAS wind speed made it more Consisknt
with the dual-Doppier wind, prior to the microburst. Howev-
er, once the microburst winds began to affect a stition, the..
LLWAS wind speed was 8reater than that from dual--
Doppler data, and the adjusment of the LLWAS wind ac-
mally increased the difference in wind speed as measured
by the WO systems.

TWO examples of this overcorrecting are show in
Figure 6, At station SSE, the adjustment to the LLWAS
wind speed makes it more consistent with the dual-Doppler
speed up until 220S UTC, at wh!ch time there is a spike k
the wind speed resulting from the nearby microburst. For
the next few minutes, the LLWAS speed is either equal to
or 8reater than that measured from dual-Doppler data, and
the adjustment of the LLWAS wind results in a greater dif-
ference from the dual-Doppler wind. A similar affect is seen
at Station SE [Figure 6 (b)], as the third pulse in the micro-
burst caused a wind speed spike shoflly after 2210 UTC,
at which time the LLWAS wind speeds generally exceed the
radar speeds. A possible explanation for tils overcorrecting
is discussed in section 4.3.

4,2 gust Front Cas e Study

On 17 July 19S8 a strong gust front maversed the
LLWAS network shortly after 2130 UTC with the strongest
component of wind oriented radially with respect to $e
-2 radar. Unfike the previous micmburst mse in which
tie strong winds developed impulsively from a downdraft
directly over the LLWAS network, the suong winds here
propagated over the network from the northwest.
Figure 7 shows both tile unadjusted and adjusted radial
component wind speed traces for two LLWAS stitions as ~
compared to the radar-measured wind.

For Station SSE, statistical analysis yielded a signifi-
cant adjustment for the LLWAS wind speed (Stotion’”SSE
has the highest adjustment factor). It can be seen in
.[Fi8ure 7 (a)] that this adjustment to the LLWAS wind
speed is successful in bringing the LLWAS winds closer to
the radar winds. In the case of station SCF [Figure 7 (b)],
where statistical analysis yielded a much smaller adjustment
to the LLWAS winds, the results are very similar to Smtion
SSE in that the LLWAS wind estimate is greatly improved.
LLWAS winds are not overcorrected in either rose.

4.3 ~

The overcorrection by the empirical power law rela-
tionship during the microburst (divergent) wind shear event
may be explainable by the deviation from the typical vetti@l
wind profile within the lower boundary layer during a micro-
burst [F18ure 8 (a)]. As the microburst reaches tie ground,
its downward momentum locally perturbs the vefiical wind
profile; and the horizontally divergent wind resul~ in a vev
thin layer of very hi8h wind speeds near the ground. bt con-
Vast, the boundary layer wind profile in a gust front
[Figure S (b)] conforms better to that modelled with an av-
erage power law profile. Also, the radar measurement of
wind over a pulse volume in th[s case more nearly equals
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Figu,e 7. Plot of ,adial component OJ wind $peeds with respect 10 FL-2 .s meos”,ed by radar (solid line), LLWAS (bold dashed line),
.nd adjusted LLWAS (dashed line). at locadon OJ LLWAS stodons .) SSE and b)SCF.

WJND SPEED W3ND SPEED

Figu,e 8, Schem. tic illusl,.f ion OJwind speed p,ofile Jo, .“rfoce
conditions a) wilh strong divergent wind shear, and b)slrong persist-
ent sl,.i8ht “1!”. winds.

a point measurement, because the’ wind speed variations
with height are smaller.

5. CONCLUS1ONS

It has been found that wind speed measurements by
surface anemometers and by Doppler radar were, in gener-
al, quite comparable over tie Denver 1988 WWAS network
for a set of 11 days with appreciable weather. We used the
exponent p from the power law shown in Eq. (2:1) aa an
indicator of the correlation bemeen surface and radar wind
speeds. h F!gure 4 it can be seen that the highest probabili-
ty density of p occurs fairly close to zero for most of the
amtions. Such p values imply the need for fittle or no corec-
tion of surface wind speeds. A few of the smtions C.e. SSE,
S, W, and SW show higher p values. These hlgber values
are most fikely tie result of poor anemometer siting or a
mechanical problem with the sensor. me best solution
would be to resite or raise the anemometer, but tfds .is not
always possible. The possibility of providing tie necessaq
comection nftmerimlly using the power law profile was eva-
luated.

A closer look at the data reveals tiat during micro-
burst conditions, where a stimtg downdraft results in a hori-
zonml spreading of air close to tie surface, the two sensors

yield equivalent speeds. During such events the application
of a wind speed comection factor is not necessa~ and mtdd
r.estdt in the overestimation of ground wind speeds. h tie
case”of a gust front, however, where winds are generally par-
allel m the surface and penetrate the surface boundary layer
to a lesser extent, tie comparison between the two sensors
is not as good. It has been shown that in these cases the
applimtion of a “comecting factor mn make WWAS winds
more comparable to Doppler radar winds.
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